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Abstract
Vancomycin, a glycopeptide antibiotic for the treatment of grampositive infections, is mainly eliminated via glomerular filtration. Thus, 
its therapeutic effects are affected predominantly by renal function. The aim of this study was to develop a population pharmacokinetic 
model of vancomycin for Chinese adult patients and to investigate the influence of different renal function descriptors on the 
predictability of the model. A retrospective analysis was performed based on the blood concentrations of vancomycin in 218 Chinese 
adult patients. Among these patients, the data from 160 were used to establish the population pharmacokinetic model, and the data 
from the remaining 58 patients were used for external model validation. A simulation was employed to determine the appropriate initial 
vancomycin dosage regimens in adult Chinese patients for reaching the target steady-state trough concentrations of 10–15 mg/L and 
15–20 mg/L. We developed a one-compartment model with first-order absorption to characterize the concentration-time profile of 
vancomycin. There was a positive correlation between the body clearance of vancomycin and renal function; both creatinine clearance 
(CLCr) and age were the covariates that influenced the PK of vancomycin, and the excretion of vancomycin decreased as renal function 
diminishing with age. The typical clearance (CL) value was 2.829 L/h for 75-year-old patients with CLCr values of 80 mL/min, and the 
rate constant of CL with the CLCr changing at 1 mL/min was 0.00842. The influence coefficient of age on CL was 0.08143. The external 
validation results revealed that the current different descriptors of renal function behaved similarly to the predicted performance of 
the models. In conclusion, the developed model is appropriate for Bayesian dose predictions of vancomycin concentrations in the 
population of Chinese adult patients. Furthermore, the simulation provides a reference for clinical optimized antibacterial therapy with 
vancomycin.
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Introduction
Vancomycin is an effective glycopeptide antibiotic for gram-
positive infections and is widely used to treat patients with 
methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), Staphylo-
coccus epidermidis or Enterococcus faecalis[1, 2].  Vancomycin has 
moderate side-effects, such as fever, phlebitis and nephro-
toxicity[3].  The serum trough concentration is a useful index 
that is correlated with the efficacy and safety of vancomycin.  
Because vancomycin is mainly eliminated via glomerular fil-

tration, this therapeutic indictor can be predominantly affected 
by renal function[4, 5].  It has been reported that 80%–90% of 
the vancomycin can be recovered from the urine of adults 24 
h after administration[6].  In infants and patients with renal 
dysfunction, the serum trough level of vancomycin may be 
elevated and elimination decreased[7-9].  The elimination half-
life (t1/2) of vancomycin is approximately 4 to 6 h in subjects 
with normal renal function, but this value is 7.5 days in the 
patients with renal insufficiency[10, 11].

The creatinine clearance (CLCr) and glomerular filtration 
rate (GFR) estimated from the Cockcroft–Gault (CG) equa-
tion are commonly used to evaluate renal function in clinical 
practice[12].  In recent years, new GFR estimation methods (eg, 
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Table 1.  Patient demographic of the model building dataset and 
validation dataset.

Characteristics Model building, Model validation,
 median (range) median (range)

No of patients 160 58
Gender M/F (%) 106:54 39:19
AGE (year) 78 (42–95) 69 (40–90)
BW (kg) 65 (38–90) 65 (45–85)
HT (cm) 170 (150–185) 168 (155–183)
BMI (kg/m2) 22.31 (12.85–36.89) 22.12 (17.30–31.25)
BSA (m2) 1.75 (1.30–2.12) 1.74 (1.43–1.98)
Vancomycin conc/mg·L−1 18.09 (0.80–71.56) 15.61 (0.41–44.76)
Sample per patient 2 (1–17) 2 (1–6)
ALT (IU·L-1) 22 (2–250) 23 (4–190)
TBIL (μmol·L-1) 8.55 (2–486) 9.5 (3.4–90.4)
DBIL (μmol·L-1) 3.41 (0–130) 3.3 (1–27.4)
TP (g·L-1) 60.55 (25–85) 61 (34–88)
ALB (g·L-1) 30.95 (16–45) 32 (21–40)
Scr (μmol·L-1) 75 (24–893) 68 (25–748)
BUN (mmol·L-1) 8 (1.28–53.15) 8.88 (1.81–28.06)
URIC (μmol·L-1) 225 (23.79–957) 211 (55–528)
GLU (μmol·L-1) 5.94 (0.89–19.98) 5.8 (4.4–18.5)
AST (IU·L-1) 28 (9–699) 26 (7–239)
CLCr (mL·min-1) 58.02 (5.45–224.0) 73.91 (8.48–231.79)
 

the Modification of Diet in Renal Disease (MDRD) equation[13] 
and the Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration 
(CKD-EPI) equation[14]) have been proposed.  The additions 
of age, gender, and blood test values and a correction for race 
to these two equations have been demonstrated to provide 
more accurate estimations of the GFR than the CG equation in 
most patient populations[14-17].  Although the modified equa-
tions outperform the original equation, the applicability of 
these equations for describing vancomycin pharmacokinetics 
requires further investigation.

The Bayesian method is regarded as the most efficient 
approach for vancomycin clinical effectiveness and side-effect 
monitoring as well as dose adjustment[18, 19].  This method can 
be combined with population pharmacokinetics (Pop-PK) to 
predict the drug concentration profile of an individual[20, 21] and 
has the potential to support individual vancomycin dosage 
decisions in adults[21, 22].  Clinically, the target concentration 
intervention (TCI) has been widely applied and can help maxi-
mize clinical benefits[23, 24].  For TCI, a proper Pop-PK model 
is required[25, 26] and is valuable in highly variable populations 
that are receiving a drug with a narrow therapeutic window, 
eg, vancomycin[27].  TCI focuses on the estimation of the initial 
dose to achieve the target concentration by calculating the 
pharmacokinetic (PK) and pharmacodynamic (PD) parameters 
according to the relevant covariates, such as dosage, treatment 
duration, and clinical effects during treatment[28].

The objectives of this study were to develop an appropriate 
Pop-PK model of vancomycin for Chinese adult patients and 
to compare the influence of various renal function descrip-
tors on the predictability of vancomycin Pop-PK models.  This 
study may benefit individualized vancomycin therapy in Chi-
nese adult patients in the clinic.

Materials and methods
Patients and data collection
This study was conducted at the Beijing Hospital, Beijing, 
China with the approval of the local medical ethics commit-
tee.  Patients who received continuous infusion of vancomycin 
(1000 mg q12 h) and were not on renal replacement therapy 
were eligible for study participation. The patients’ demo-
graphic and pathophysiological characteristics were collected 
at the beginning of vancomycin treatment and are presented 
in Tables 1 and 2. Two hundred fifty-one samples were col-
lected before the next dose (trough serum vancomycin concen-
tration, Cmin), and each patient contributed at least one blood 
sample.  Vancomycin serum concentrations were measured 
using a method involving the TDx-FLx fluorescence polariza-
tion immunoassay analyzer (Abbott Laboratories, Diagnostics 
Division, Abbott Park, IL, USA).  The quantification limit was 
2.0 mg/L, and the intra- and inter-assay coefficients of varia-
tion were <4% over the entire calibrator range (7–75 mg/L).

Drugs and reagents
Vancomycin hydrochloride for intravenous administration 
(Vancocin CP) was obtained from Eli Lilly Japan KK (Seishin 
Laboratories, Kobe, Japan).  The serum concentration of 

vancomycin was determined using a fluorescence polariza-
tion immunoassay method with a vancomycin protein assay 
kit (Abbott Laboratories, USA) and a TDx-FLx assay system 
(Abbott Laboratories, Irving, TX, USA).

Model development
The model estimations were performed using NONMEM 7® 
(version VII, level 3.0; ICON Development Solutions, Ellicott 
City, MD, USA) with the FOCEI method.  Both interindividual 
and residual variability were included in the models.  Demo-
graphic variables of the adult patients, including gender, age, 
weight, and renal function descriptors, including serum cre-
atinine (Scr), creatinine clearance rate (CLcr), blood urea nitro-
gen[29], and albumin (ALB), were tested as potential covariates 
for the PK parameters.  The covariates were selected through 
the method of stepwise forward selection–backward elimina-
tion.  A covariate was regarded as significant when the addi-
tion of the covariate resulted in the OFV decreasing more than 
3.84 (P<0.05), and the exclusion of the covariate resulted in the 
OFV increasing more than 10.83 (P<0.001).

The exponential model was used to describe the interindi-
vidual variability of the PK parameters according to equation 1.

Pi=Ppop×eη	 																																																																																																															Eq (1)

where Pi represents the PK parameter for the ith individual, 
Ppop is the population typical value of the parameter, and ηi is 
a random variable for the ith individual following a normal 
distribution with a mean of 0 and a variance of ω2.

It was assumed that the parameters and residual error vari-
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Table 2.  Demographic background and physiological and biochemical information of the data (n=218 patients, 251 vancomycin concentrations).

Covriate Mean (SD)  Median (Range) Ratio % (Missing*/Not Missing)

AGE (year) 74.742 (10.91) 77 (40–95) 0 (0)/565 (100)
BW (kg) 64.447 (11.01) 65 (38–90) 0 (0)/565 (100)
HT (cm) 168.081 (8.34) 170 (150–185) 0 (0)/565 (100)
BMI (kg/m2) 22.591 (3.52) 22.23 (12.85–36.89) 0 (0)/565 (100)
BSA (m2) 1.729 (0.17) 1.75 (1.303–2.124) 0 (0)/565 (100)
ALT (IU·L-1) 31.405 (29.96) 23 (2–250) 36 (6.37)/529 (93.63)
TBIL (μmol·L-1) 16.26 (41.89) 8.55 (2–486) 74 (13.10)/491 (86.90)
DBIL (μmol·L-1) 4.707 (9.83) 3.4 (0–130) 193 (34.16)/372 (65.84)
TP (g·L-1) 60.192 (8.07) 60.7 (25–88) 83 (14.69)/482 (85.31)
ALB (g·L-1) 30.594 (4.31) 31 (16–45) 81 (14.34)/484 (85.66)
Scr (μmol·L-1) 100.473 (95.20) 74 (24–893) 0 (0)/565 (100)
BUN (mmol·L-1) 10.739 (8.89) 8.03 (1.28–53.15) 9 (1.59)/556 (98.41)
URIC (μmol·L-1) 255.341 (148.48) 224.12 (23.79–96) 41 (7.26)/524 (92.74)
GLU (μmol·L-1) 6.54 (2.1) 5.94 (0.89–19.98) 16 (2.83)/549 (97.17)
AST (IU·L-1) 42.053 (63.18) 28 (7–699) 59 (10.44)/506 (89.56)
CLCr (mL·min-1) 70.667 (42.74) 59.38 (5.45–231.79) 0 (0)/565 (100)

*: We use the mean value to replace the missing value.

ability followed a logarithmic normal distribution, and the 
residual error model was a combined error model (equation 2).

CObs=CPred×(1+ε1)+ε2                                                   Eq (2)

where Cobs is the observed serum vancomycin concentration, 
Cpred is the corresponding model predicted concentration, and 
ε1 and ε2 represent the proportional error and additive error, 
respectively.  The parameters ε1 and ε2 were assumed to follow 
a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and a variance of σ2.
The following were continuous covariates:

                                    Eq (3)

                                                    Eq (4)

The following were the non-continuous covariates:

Pi=Ppop· [1+θCOV· COVi ]                                                    Eq (5)

COVi and  represent the ith individual values and popu-
lation mean value of the covariate, respectively.  θCOV is the 
calibrator for the parameters.

Test of different renal descriptors
Creatinine clearance (CLcr) was calculated with the Cockroft–
Gault equation[12].

                                     Eq (6)

CLCr(Female)=0.85×CLCr(Male)                                                     Eq (7)

BSA was calculated with equation 8.

BSA=0.007184×BW0.425×HT0.725                                     Eq (8)

The original MDRD equations were as follows:

αGFRMDRD=186×Age-0.203×Scr-1.154×0.742 (if female)    Eq (9)

GFR7MDRD=170×Age-0.176×Scr-0.999×BUN-0.170×ALB0.318

                    ×0.762 (if female)                    Eq (10)

where age is in years, serum creatinine (Scr) is in mg/dL, 
blood urea nitrogen[29] is in mg/dL, and ALB is in g/dL.

Race is an important determinant of GFR estimation.  The 
performances of the modified MDRD in equation 11 and equa-
tion 12 with correction coefficients for Chinese patients have 
been tested[30].

αGFRCMDRD=186-0.203×Scr-1.154×0.742(if female)×1.211   Eq (11)

GFR7CMDRD=170×Age-0.176×Scr-0.999×BUN-0.170×ALB0.318×1.233
                       ×0.762 (if female)                                   Eq (12)

GFR was standardized by body surface area (BSA)[31], and 
resulted in the GFRBSA.  GFRBSA was calculated according to the
equation 13:

 Eq (13)

Model validation
The ability of the final Pop-PK model to describe the observed 
data was evaluated by bootstrapping, a visual predictive 
check (VPC) and goodness-of-fit plots.  The VPC and boot-
strapping were performed to evaluate the predictive accuracy 
and stability of the final model, respectively.  Using the final 
model, 1000 data sets that were simulated with the obtained 
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final parameter estimates, and the median and 5th and 95th 
percentiles were calculated[32, 33].  The adequacy of the model 
was evaluated by comparing the distribution of observed val-
ues with that of the simulated values.  The model validations 
were based on the normalized prediction distribution errors 
(NPDE) of the predictions with 1000 simulations using PsN 
(version 4.2.0)[34, 35].  The relative standard errors were pro-
vided to evaluate the precision of the parameters[36].

The model was also validated by conducting an external 
validation with a qualified dataset (n=58) using Bayesian 
feedback technology.  Using substitution of Cpred and Cobs into 
equations 14 and 15, the mean prediction error (MPE) and the 
mean absolute prediction error (MAE)[2] were calculated.  The 
MPE and MAE were used to evaluate the predictability of the 
final model.

                                                   Eq (14)

                                                   Eq (15)

Simulation
Based on the established Pop-PK model, several simulations of 
different loading dose and maintenance dose regimens were 
performed to reach the target steady-state trough concentra-
tions of 10–15 mg/L and 15–20 mg/L.  In the final model, 
CLCr and age were used as the covariates, and both influenced 
the PK of vancomycin.  The range of CLCr values was desig-
nated 10–160 mL/min (steps of 10 mL/min) according to the 
range of the data set used for model establishment (5.45–224.0 
mL/min).  The age span was designated 30–90 in steps of 10 
years.  The preset doses occurred in multiples of 250 mg, and 
the highest dose was 2500 mg.  To facilitate clinical adminis-
tration and increase the compliance of the patients, the dosing 
intervals were designated 8, 12, 24 and 48 h.

Results
A one-compartment model with first-order absorption was 
developed to describe the vancomycin concentration-time pro-
file.  The final models were described by the following equa-
tions:

CL=2.829×(1+0.00842*(CLCr–80))* ×eη1(L/h)      Eq (16)

V=52.14×eη2(L)                                                                   Eq (17)

where 2.829 is the typical population value for 75-year-old 
patients with a CLCr of 80 mL/min.  The value of 0.00842 rep-
resents the variation rate constant of CL as CLCr changed at 1 
mL/min.  The value of 0.08143 is the influence coefficient of 
age on CL[37].  The value 52.14 represents the typical value of 
the apparent volume of distribution (V).  η1 and η2 represent 
the interindividual variations of CL and V, which followed 
normal distributions with a mean of 0 and variances of 0.1051 
and 0.083, respectively.

The goodness-of-fit is an important factor for evaluating the 
reliability of the model. The observed data versus either the 
population or the individual predicted values were closely 
distributed around the y=x line, and the trend lines closely 
coincided with y=x, which indicated that the model predic-
tions were in reasonable agreement with the observed plasma 
concentrations (Figure 1A and 1B).  The conditional weighted 
residuals (CWRES) were randomly and homogenously distrib-
uted approximately 0 (Figure 1C and 1D), and the trend lines 
closely coincided with the x-axis.

Figure 2 presents the median and 10th and 90th percentile 
prediction intervals[38] from the 1000 VPC simulations with 
the observed data superimposed.  The results suggest that 
the models fit well with the observed values, and most of the 
observed data fell within the range of the 80% confidence inter-
vals of the predictions. The parameter estimates and bootstrap 
95% confidence intervals are presented in Table 3. A success 

Table 3.  Pharmacokinetic parameters of three models and bootstrap of mature model.

 Base model Final Model

Parameters Estimate (RSE%) Estimate (RSE%) Bootstrap

   Median (95% CI)

CL (L/h) 2.295 (0.024) 2.829 (5.73) 2.827 (2.57–3.07)
     θClcr_CL

a
  -- 0.00842 (19.66) 0.00849 (0.0054–0.0099)

     θAge_CL
b

  -- 0.8143 (53.68) 0.8373 (0.313–1.359)
V (L) 50.74 (0.038) 52.14 (9.01) 52.20 (44.39–69.97)
Inter-individual variability   
     IIV_CL (%) 52.97 (14.49) 32.42 (11.9) 32.13 (24.77–39.87)
     IIV_V (%) 22.21 (61.41) 28.87 (53.82) 31.73 (10.94–62.05)
Residual variability SD (ng/mL) 2.795 (0.052) 2.647 (16.26) 2.578 (1.649–3.63)
CV (%) 25.33 (0.024) 26.79 (14.88) 25.81 (13.82–33.43)

CL, apparent clearance; V, apparent volume of distribution; CV (%), percent coefficient of variation. 
a Effect of CLCr on CL, no units, refer to the equation 6 in the ‘Methods’ section
b Effect of Age on CL, no units, refer to the equation 8 in the ‘Methods’ section
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rate of 91.6% was obtained from the bootstrap analysis.
An external validation using a different renal biomarker 

was conducted with data from 58 patients, and the results of 
the verification are provided in Table 4.  Figure 3 illustrates 
the distributions of the prediction errors from each of the renal 
function descriptors in the final analyses of the entire patient 
data sets for both the population and the individual predic-
tions.  In the analysis of the validation results, the different 
renal descriptors were not significantly different from the esti-
mates of the renal functions of the 58 individuals.

According to the simulation results, the initial dosage 
regimens containing the loading doses and maintenance doses 
that reached the target steady-state trough concentrations 
10–15 mg/L and 15–20 mg/L were obtained.  The loading 

dose regimens are provided in Tables S1 and S2, and the 
maintenance dose regimens are provided in Tables S3 and S4.

Discussion
Because the majority of vancomycin is excreted into the 
urine in its original form[6], the accuracy of the models for the 
estimation of renal function may affect the prediction of the 
serum vancomycin concentration.  The purposes of this study 
were to build population pharmacokinetic models for Chinese 
adult patients, to investigate the influences of different renal 
function descriptors on the predictability of the models and 
to eventually assist in individualizing vancomycin dosage 
regimens for patients with different levels of renal function.

A one-compartment model with zero-order absorption was 

Figure 1.  Basic goodness-of-fit plot of the final model.  The upper left plot represents the observations versus the population predictions (A).  The upper 
right plot represents the observations versus the individual predictions (B).  The lower left plot represents the conditional weighted residuals versus the 
population predictions (C).  The lower right plot represents the conditional weighted residuals versus the time after dose (D).  The line in the upper plots 
is the identical line, and the line in the lower plots is the zero line.
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established to characterize vancomycin PK in adult Chinese 
patients.  The estimated typical values of the PK parameters 
are summarized in Table 4.  All parameters were estimated 
with good precision (RSE<30%).  The PK of vancomycin has 
been reported to be influenced by multiple factors, such as 
renal function, weight, age and gender[39, 40].  The influences 
of the available covariates on the PK parameters (primarily 
clearance) were assessed in the established structural model.  
In this study, the influences of demographic data, including 
gender, body weight, age and renal function descriptors, on 
vancomycin clearance and the volume of distribution were 
examined using allometric scaling[41].  Gender did not signifi-
cantly affect vancomycin clearance; neither did body weight 
or height, which is likely due to the narrow ranges of these 
covariates.  The results also indicated that vancomycin clear-
ance was significantly affected by age, which is consistent with 
previous studies[42, 43].  It has been suggested that a dosage 
adjustment for renal function is needed for elderly patients 
because renal function decreases naturally with increases in 
age.  The goodness-of-fit (Figures 1A–1D) and VPC (Figures 2) 
results suggested that the final model adequately captured the 
PK profiles of vancomycin in adult Chinese patients.

The establishment of an appropriate Pop-PK model is a 
prerequisite for achieving the vancomycin TCI.  Most of the 
developed vancomycin Pop-PK models for adult patients 
incorporate the CLCr as estimated from the CG equation into 
clearance as an important covariate[44].  To our knowledge, 
studies of the influence of GFR on the vancomycin Pop-PK in 
Chinese populations have rarely been reported.  In the pres-
ent study, we used a modified MDRD equation to estimate the 
GFR in Chinese adult patients.  The original MDRD equations 
were developed based on Blacks and Caucasians and are not 
suitable for Asians[30, 45].  The GFR of patients with near-normal 
kidney function was underestimated in the original MDRD 

Table 4.  Summary of external evaluation using different renal biomarker.

Model MPE (SD) MAE (SD) 

CLCr 0.023 (0.33) 0.22 (0.25)
GFR7MDRD 0.026 (0.38) 0.24 (0.30)
αGFRMDRD 0.023 (0.36) 0.23 (0.28)
GFR7CMDRD 0.026 (0.38) 0.24 (0.30)
αGFRCMDRD 0.023 (0.36) 0.23 (0.28)
GFR7MDRD_BSA 0.026 (0.36) 0.23 (0.278)
αGFRMDRD_BSA 0.021(0.35) 0.22 (0.26)
GFR7CMDRD_BSA 0.026 (0.36) 0.23 (0.28)
αGFRCMDRD_BSA 0.021 (0.35) 0.22 (0.26)
 

Figure 2.  Visual predictive check of the final model of vancomycin.  The 
circles are the observations. The solid lines are the medians of the 
simulated and observed concentrations, and the dashed lines are the 
80% confidence interval (10%, 90%) of the predictive and observed 
vancomycin concentrations. The gray lines are for the observations, and 
the black lines are for the simulation.

Figure 3.  Box plots of the prediction errors from the 9 renal function descriptors.  For each box, the central marker is the median, and the edges of 
the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles.  The whisker length is 1.5 times the interquartile range.  The dots represent outlier values.  The left plot 
illustrates the population predictions (A).  The right plot shows the individual predictions (B).
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equations[5, 30, 46].  The modified MDRD equations exhibited 
lower bias and greater accuracy than the original MDRD equa-
tions when applied to Chinese patients, particularly among 
patients with nearly normal kidney function.

Appropriate descriptors of renal function are essential to 
assure the accuracy of vancomycin models.  Therefore, the 
renal function descriptors that best predict the vancomycin 
PK should be determined and applied.  Although the results 
demonstrated that the renal function descriptors had little 
influence on the predictability of the vancomycin Pop-PK 
models, we were unable to identify the reason that the present 
study did not reveal significant differences in prediction due 
to these renal function parameters.  This lack of differences is 
probably because the selection of descriptors with regard to 
renal function using a Pop-PK approach is data-dependent.  
Accordingly, external evaluation and cross validation among 
these renal function parameters are necessary for the further 
evaluation of the established Pop-PK models.

The current vancomycin trough concentration therapeutic 
window (5–10 mg/L) used in the clinic can lead to the occur-
rence of resistance[47].  To avoid resistance against vancomycin, 
the trough concentration ought to reach 10–15 mg/L.  When 
vancomycin trough concentrations reach 10–15 mg/L, the 
recovery rate of infected patients with the MICs>1 mg/L tend 
to be low.  In contrast, the recovery rate of infected patients 
with MICs>1 mg/L can be significantly increased when van-
comycin trough concentrations reach 15–20 mg/L. Thus, the 
initial dosage regimens of vancomycin should be designed to 
reach the target steady-state trough concentrations of 10–15 
mg/L and 15–20 mg/L[48].  The principle of selecting the opti-
mal dosage regimens is as follows: the dosage regimens with 
the lowest administration dose and the minimum drug con-
centration fluctuations that are also capable of reaching the 
target steady-state trough concentrations should be selected.  
Model-based simulation may contribute to the optimization 
of vancomycin individual dosage regimens in Chinese adult 
patients and to the reduction of resistance against vancomycin.

The main limitation of this study is the small sample size 
of our data set. Data from only 160 patients were applied to 
establish the model, and the data from 58 patients were used 
in the Bayesian forecasting.  Therefore, the results should be 
generalized carefully, and further evaluation studies should 
be conducted when more samples are collected.  However, the 
study results may contribute to the achievement of the vanco-
mycin TCI in the clinic.
     In conclusion, A Pop-PK model of vancomycin for Chinese 
adult patients with varying degrees of renal functions that 
used various renal function descriptors as covariates was 
established.  The external evaluation results suggested 
that these renal function descriptors may be considered 
interchangeably in the estimation of vancomycin clearance 
and did not exhibit significant influences on the predictive 
capability of the models.
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